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The automobile is an icon of modern technology because it includes most aspects of modern engineering, and it offers an exciting approach
to engineering education. Of course there are many existing books on introductory fluid/aero dynamics but the majority of these are too long,
focussed on aerospace and don’t adequately cover the basics. Therefore, there is room and a need for a concise, introductory textbook in
this area. Automotive Aerodynamics fulfils this need and is an introductory textbook intended as a first course in the complex field of aero/fluid
mechanics for engineering students. It introduces basic concepts and fluid properties, and covers fluid dynamic equations. Examples of
automotive aerodynamics are included and the principles of computational fluid dynamics are introduced. This text also includes topics such
as aeroacoustics and heat transfer which are important to engineering students and are closely related to the main topic of aero/fluid
mechanics. This textbook contains complex mathematics, which not only serve as the foundation for future studies but also provide a road
map for the present text. As the chapters evolve, focus is placed on more applicable examples, which can be solved in class using
elementary algebra. The approach taken is designed to make the mathematics more approachable and easier to understand. Key features:
Concise textbook which provides an introduction to fluid mechanics and aerodynamics, with automotive applications Written by a leading
author in the field who has experience working with motor sports teams in industry Explains basic concepts and equations before progressing
to cover more advanced topics Covers internal and external flows for automotive applications Covers emerging areas of aeroacoustics and
heat transfer Automotive Aerodynamics is a must-have textbook for undergraduate and graduate students in automotive and mechanical
engineering, and is also a concise reference for engineers in industry.
Due to the development of mobile and Web 2.0 technology, knowledge transfer, storage and retrieval have become much more rapid. In
recent years, there have been more and more new and interesting findings in the research field of knowledge management. This book aims
to introduce readers to the recent research topics, it is titled "New Research on Knowledge Management Models and Methods" and includes
19 chapters. Its focus is on the exploration of methods and models, covering the innovations of all knowledge management models and
methods as well as deeper discussion. It is expected that this book provides relevant information about new research trends in
comprehensive and novel knowledge management studies, and that it serves as an important resource for researchers, teachers and
students, and for the development of practices in the knowledge management field.
Electric Vehicles: Prospects and Challenges looks at recent design methodologies and technological advancements in electric vehicles and
the integration of electric vehicles in the smart grid environment, comprehensively covering the fundamentals, theory and design, recent
developments and technical issues involved with electric vehicles. Considering the prospects, challenges and policy status of specific regions
and vehicle deployment, the global case study references make this book useful for academics and researchers in all engineering and
sustainable transport areas. Presents a systematic and integrated reference on the essentials of theory and design of electric vehicle
technologies Provides a comprehensive look at the research and development involved in the use of electric vehicle technologies Includes
global case studies from leading EV regions, including Nordic and European countries China and India
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Las entrevistas de Mauricio Silva Guzmán a doce admirados y, en muchos casos, venerados personajes del mundo del deporte, además de
ofrecernos un acabado perfil humano y psicológico de cada uno de ellos, recrean momentos decisivos de la vida colombiana en las dos
últimas décadas, durante las cuales el deporte, para bien y para mal, se mantuvo muy cerca del acontecer histórico nacional. La manera ágil
y sin embargo profunda, minuciosa y al mismo tiempo amena con que este apasionado tejedor de historias encara y conduce las entrevistas,
ha dado como resultado una antológica galería humana. Mientras los entrevistados nos revelan de qué manera unos hombres y mujeres
hechos de la más común materia humana –sangre, huesos, nervios, músculos, sudor, lágrimas– pero dotados de una indomable fuerza
interior y una voluntad de hierro se transforman en héroes, Silva Guzmán deja constancia de su pericia para hurgar en la mente y el corazón
de sus personajes. El mayor mérito de este aún joven veterano del oficio, está en que logra, sin manosear ni lisonjear al entrevistado, que
este se sienta cómodo y libre en su presencia y le cuente, no solo sus momentos de apoteosis y sus gloriosos ascensos al podio, sino
también las experiencias más dolorosas y amargas que acompañaron su camino, no siempre fácil y expedito, hacia la consagración. Silva
Guzmán no se contentó con conocer cada detalle de las inolvidables hazañas de los personajes, también quiso sumergirse en su más
profunda humanidad. Y nos cuenta estas historias, a veces duras y descarnadas, sin la menor concesión al sentimentalismo. El resultado es
un libro único, un valioso documento histórico y un relato que sacude nuestras fibras más sensibles. En él están consignadas, no solo las
lecciones de vida de las cuales se nutren las victorias de los doce héroes perfilados, sino también las valiosas lecciones de un reportero que
ama el mundo del cual escribe. Una especie de decálogo del más moderno periodismo deportivo.
This book is based on the behavioural intention of public transport passengers and the relationship between those factors in Indonesia. The
conceptual model in this book explains behavioural intentions of paratransit passengers which can result in recommendations to unravel the
complexity of the congestion problem from consumer behaviour perspective. Based on the results of survey research on behavioural intention
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of public transport users in Jabodetabek, Indonesia, the result of the study is presented in a model that describes the factors that influence.
This book is recommended for academics who wish to gain knowledge about the phenomenon of consumer behaviour, for regulators whose
duty is to make a decision and determine the strategic steps to overcome congestion and researchers who want to develop their knowledge
and provide solutions related to congestion from the perspective of consumer behaviour.
Haynes offers the best coverage for cars, trucks, vans, SUVs and motorcycles on the market today. Each manual contains easy to follow stepby-step instructions linked to hundreds of photographs and illustrations. Included in every manual: troubleshooting section to help identify
specific problems; tips that give valuable short cuts to make the job easier and eliminate the need for special tools; notes, cautions and
warnings for the home mechanic; color spark plug diagnosis and an easy to use index.
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VelocePress, in close cooperation with Brooklands Books Ltd., has brought this and other repair manuals previously published as part of the
Autobooks Owners Workshop Manual Series back into print. The series is an invaluable resource for the classic car enthusiast and a must
have for owners interested in performing their own maintenance.
Buying a car is a personal choice that has become a more complex decision because of advances in technology, and reliability issues that
are haunting some car makers. Many consumers look to Zack Spencer, the host of Driving Television, for straightforward, no-nonsense,
expert advice. In Motormouth, you will find out which vehicles are the safest, most reliable, and best value for your hard-earned dollar. In an
easy-to-understand format, you will get: Fuel economy ratings Pros and cons for performance, handling, comfort, and ease-of-use Standard
safety features J.D. Power Initial Quality and Dependability scores Base warranty information Engine specifications Pricing for base models
Reviews of option packages and trim levels Zack's Top Picks for each category Zack provides insider buying tips to help you, whether you
are buying privately, off the internet, or making the rounds to different dealers. He also advises you on your decision to lease, purchase or
finance. At your fingertips are strategies and lessons learned from people's adventures in car buying, some with happy endings and others
not-so-happy. From a fuel-sipping family friendly hauler to a rubber-burning luxury sports car, you can rely on Motormouth 2011 edition for the
information you need to make a wise purchase decision. Go prepared and don't get stuck with a lemon. Take Motormouth along for the ride.
The only dedicated guide to Lebanon that covers everything from hip Beirut to the Ancient Cities.
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Mai come nell'ultimo periodo il mercato delle quattro e delle due ruote è stato tanto in fermento da determinare una vera e propria
metamorfosi delle reti distributive. Calo vertiginoso della domanda, inasprimento della concorrenza, aumento degli standard
quantitativi e qualitativi richiesti dalle Case produttrici, maggiore ricorso a fonti di finanziamento esterne, diminuzione della
redditività, sono solo alcuni dei tanti nuovi mostri sperimentati da chi vende e ripara auto e moto. Questa evoluzione rende
necessaria la conoscenza di tecniche di gestione tipiche di un settore in cui la passione non può più pilotare il destino delle
aziende. Questo primo manuale di Dealership Management italiano, dedicato al settore automotive, spiega a fondo tutti gli aspetti
del mercato e dell'organizzazione aziendale. Attraverso esempi concreti e dalla viva voce dei top manager delle più importanti
Case italiane di auto e moto, offre importanti soluzioni a molti dei problemi emersi negli ultimi anni e le mosse per anticipare la
ripresa. La prefazione del libro è un'intervista a Giuseppe Volpato (professore ordinario di Economia e gestione delle imprese
presso l'Università Ca' Foscari di Venezia, membro dello Steering Commitee del Groupe d'Ètude et Recherche Permanent dans
l'Industrie et les Salariés de l'Automobile di Parigi e Senior Adviser dell'International Car Distribution Programme di Birmingham),
che ci aiuta a decifrare con rigore scientifico l'evoluzione in atto nel business model della distribuzione automotive.
Public Transport Passengers’ Behavioural IntentionsParatransit in Jabodetabek–IndonesiaSpringer Science & Business Media
An updated guide to this top new tourist destination.
Every Haynes manual is based on a complete teardown and rebuild, contains hundreds of "hands-on" photos tied to step-by-step
instructions, and is thorough enough to help anyone from a do-it-your-selfer to a professional.

Adopting a multi-disciplinary approach and using the case of the automotive industry as a starting point this volume
discusses how industrial companies can remain competitive in spite of the current economic downturn.
Enterprise Management Cases in Automobile Companies especially for lectures in Management
This manual aims to present an overview of the research on translation studies carried out in Romance-speaking
countries. It mainly focuses on the Romance languages, but also takes into account other languages as well as general
aspects, e.g., theoretical (models and theories of translation), linguistic (vocabulary, syntax, prosody), discursive
(cohesion, coherence, genres), historical (the role of Latin), or practical questions (dubbing).
Im KMU-Management spielen sowohl die strategische als auch die operative Unternehmensführung eine vitale Rolle. So
werden im Buch unter anderem die Themengebiete der Gründung, Entwicklung oder Übergabe sowie die operative
Umsetzung in den Bereichen Marketing, Personal, Kommunikation, Finanzen, Recht und Mediation aus
wissenschaftlicher und praktischer Perspektive betrachtet. Die Themenfelder werden von Wissenschaftlern
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verschiedener Hochschulen und Universitäten sowie von jungen Unternehmern dargestellt und erläutert. Durch die
themenbezogene Verknüpfung von Wissenschaft und Praxis sowie die multiperspektivische Betrachtung der
verschiedenen Themenfelder entsteht ein Gesamtwerk, welches sich für Theoretiker und Praktiker gleichermaßen eignet.
Die verwendeten Beispiele sind aktuell und stammen vorwiegend aus erfolgreichen kleinen und mittelständischen
Unternehmen. Stimmen zum Buch: Eine Vielzahl von unterschiedlichen Elementen macht diesen Titel zu einem sehr
interessanten und zum weiteren Erstöbern einladenden Band. (Prof. Dr. Heiko Burchert, Professor für
Betriebswirtschaftslehre, Fachhochschule Bielefeld) Alles in allem ein gelungenes Buch, das einen guten und
umfassenden Überblick über die vielfältige Thematik des Management von KMU gibt und Lust macht, sich mit den
behandelten Themen weiter zu beschäftigen. (Prof. Dr. Ricarda Merkwitz, Professorin für interkulturelles Management,
International School of Management (ISM), München)
Enrich your motion graphic design work with this substantial investigation of aesthetic principles and their application to
motion graphics. Historical reference provides context; design principles serve as building blocks; and an examination of
method and technique inspire innovations in your own work. Bring your work to the next level with a command of
concepts that include: * The language of traditional graphic design and how it can be combined with the dynamic visual
language of cinema * Pictorial design considerations including the relationships between images and type, hierarchy,
form and composition * How motion is orchestrated and sequenced to enhance artistic expression and conceptual
impact. New to this edition: * Updated examples and imagery of motion graphics in film, network branding, commercials,
and music videos * New industry tools and techniques, such as Photoshop's new animation tool * An updated and
enhanced DVD, and much more The companion DVD showcases student and professional work accompanied by
interviews describing the aesthetic considerations that were involved in design and production.
If you are a .NET or Java developer who wants to develop and customize Dynamics AX 2012 R3, this book is for you.
Some experience with object-oriented development technologies is expected, but no experience in development with AX
is required.

In this hilarious, no-holds-barred account, journalist Philip Nolan packs his bag (maximum 10kg, please) and takes us on an adventure that is
not for the faint-hearted as he flies with Europe 's biggest low-cost airline. Using Ryanair destinations as a route planner, we grab our
boarding passes and fight for the first available seat as we travel with him to towns we've never heard of ( Tampere and Wroclaw , anyone?)
and to cities we've always wanted to visit. From watching the pilgrims completing the Camino in Santiago de Compostela to cheering with the
fans in Frankfurt during the World Cup, from having his alpha waves channelled at a spa in Austria to a little soul cleansing at the baths at
Lourdes, from the all-night party that is Riga to the eerie hush of Beauvais on a slow Monday night, we are treated to a kaleidoscopic
snapshot of the quirks and foibles of a continent. Ryanair has opened up Europe 's treasures, and a few complete dumps too, in a way never
before possible. From Biarritz to Blackpool to Bratislava , Pau to Pisa to Porto, Vienna to Valencia to Venice , Philip Nolan completes a
whirlwind tour of the continent he calls Ryanland. The journey is whimsical, wistful and laugh-out-loud funny, as we travel on a spellbinding nofrills odyssey.
?????????? ?????????? – ?????????? ?????????? ??????. ??????? ?? ???? ??????? ??????? ??????. ????????? ??????????? ??????,
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Buying a car is never easy. Besides spending a sizeable amount of money on this investment, your liveliness probably relies on this vehicle.
You need to know that your car will get you from point A to point B in a timely and safe manner—so buying a lemon is not something you can
afford to do. Buying A Car For Dummies is for you if you need to find out how to buy, sell, insure, drive, protect, or rent a vehicle. It doesn’t
matter how old you are (as long as you can legally drive and have a license), this book can make your experience with cars a smooth ride.
Buying A Car For Dummies can help you save a truckload of money over the life of your vehicle as you find out all you need to know about
new and used car ownership in this entertaining and informative reference guide. This dependable book covers all avenues of buying and
owning a car, from negotiating a fair price to finding reliable insurance to saving money on routine servicing. You’ll stay in the driver& ’s seat
as you discover how to: Calculate how much you current car really costs you Weigh the pros and cons of buying new or used Get the best
trade-in, resale, or donation value for your vehicle Pick out a cherry and avoid lemons—expert advice for buying a reliable used car Determine
what features and options you really need in a new car Get the straight scoop on financing or leasing your car Find an insurance policy and
company you can trust Protect your automotive assets—from steering wheel locks to full-blown security systems With Buying A Car For
Dummies as your guide, you can park you fears, frustrations, and anxieties as you discover how to decide between buying or leasing new
wheels, how to negotiate with car dealers, how to foil car thieves and carjackers, how to protect yourself in a breakdown or accident, and how
to protect your automotive assets with insurance, warranties, and service contracts. Plus, the book features a list of ten great automotive Web
sites for pricing information, ratings, industry news, diagnostic troubleshooting, and more.
The annual Going Romance conference has developed into the major European discussion forum for theoretically relevant research on
Romance languages where current ideas about language in general and about Romance languages in particular are tested. The twentyfourth Going Romance conference was organized by the Leiden University Centre of Linguistics (LUCL) and took place in Leiden on 9–11
December 2010. The present volume contains a selective collection of peer-reviewed articles (10 out of approximately 30 contributions)
dealing with poignant issues in syntax, phonology, morphology, and semantics of the Romance languages. The innovative character of the
proposals as well as the discussions of various interface issues offered by the papers contained in this volume are interesting for both
Romance scholars and other linguists. Among the contributions are the papers presented by the invited speaker M. Rita Manzini and of
prominent linguists such as João Costa, Viviane Deprez and David Embick.
Adventures of 2 Girls traces the journey of two best friends who take a 9-month break from their successful careers to tick a big, fat item off
their Bucket Lists: To travel the world and write a book. Ning is an award-winning professional female magician, and Pam an award-winning
journalist and radio DJ. At the peak of their careers, they break loose from the safe and familiar, stuff their backpacks with bare essentials,
and buy two one-way tickets to Honolulu. From a road trip across the United States, to spending a summer in Paris, studying French and
being certified in the art of patisserie at the prestigious Le Cordon Bleu, from roughing it out in wild Madagascar (with no electricity, running
water or toilets!), to trekking in the Himalayas, Pam and Ning go in search of new experiences and ultimate adventures off the beaten track. If
you think this is a guidebook for girls, or an offshoot of Eat, Pray, Love… think again! Adventures of 2 Girls boasts action-packed accounts of
sticky situations faced by two city girls in foreign lands, travel tips about budgeting, finances, insurance, PMS survival etc., plus quirky
observations, and quiet ruminations on lazy afternoons… complete with private photos from their compact cameras and iPhones, and
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sketches from their travel journals. It’s a heart-warming, humorous and inspiring story about friendship, chasing dreams, taking risks, and
letting go.
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